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Inquiry into the use of Cannabis in Victoria

SURVEY QUESTIONS
Drag the statements below to reorder them. In order of priority, please rank the themes you believe are
most important for this Inquiry into the use of Cannabis in Victoria to consider:
Mental health, Social impacts, Education, Accessing and using cannabis, Criminal activity, Public health,
Pub-lic safety, Young people and children
What best describes your interest in our Inquiry? (select all that apply) :
Individual
Are there any additional themes we should consider?
YOUR SUBMISSION
I will willing admit I smoke everyday.
Had my first experience with weed when I was in high school, not that I smoked often it was a social thing. I
didn’t really pick it up till I was around 20 years old and ever since then it has changed my life.
It’s made me more caring, loving, funny and just puts me in a good mood.
The way I put it is I have a joint like somone would have a beer at the end of a days work.
Yes I’ve work full time and always have since I was 18 always worked and never let weed get infront of me.
I understand some might say it’s a bad drug but those same people drink alcohol and just because that’s
legal it’s okay for you?
I think we should legalise weed which will stop the criminal behaviour. We will know what we are buying,
government gets there money? Win win right?
If everyone smoked we would all get along and be happy.
And the only argument I can see standing up to stop legalising weed is the kids.. how do we stop the kids
getting to this?
Well let me just tell you this, kids will always get there hands on an legal substance and a matter a fact
illegal too, kids these days are taking pills at 15 year old house party’s. Forget about alcohol that’s to main
stream these days.
So how do we really stop these kids? The answer is we can’t. Unfortunately kids will always do things they
shouldn’t but that’s part of life.
Learn from your mistakes and try and live a good life, good life in your own eyes.. some are brought up in
drug inflicted life’s and that’s hard but you can’t see weed as a drug and is associated in the drug category
like herion or ice..
weed has changed my life and is going to change a lot more life’s ones we open our eyes and makes this
happen
Please
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Do you have any additional comments or suggestions?:
Select all that apply.
Do you think there should there be restrictions on the use of cannabis? :
Personal use of cannabis should be legal. Sale of cannabis should be legal and regulated. Cultivation of cannabis for personal use should be legal.There should be no restrictions.
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